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LOGICS FOR BELIEF BASE UPDATING

1 INTRODUCTION

A database is a device to store and retrieve information. In the terminology
of Levesque [Levesque, 1984], a database comes equipped with a querying
function ASK and an update function TELL. The query ASK(light-on)
means that the database is asked whether it follows from the data contained
in it that the light in question is on. The answer is basically “yes” or “no”.
(There might be more cooperative answers such as a variable substitution à
la PROLOG.) In the simplest case light-on follows from the database just if
light-on explicitly appears in it, but in the case of more expressive systems
such as logical databases the answering mechanism resorts to deduction.

The update TELL(light-on) means that light-on is a new piece of data
which the database should take into account. (It may be the case that
the information in the database is incomplete or erroneous.) This is a
much fuzzier requirement than that for ASK. The easiest case is when light-
on is already in the database (or follows from it) and there is no need to
act.1 Things get more complex if light-on does not follow from the current
database, and it is even harder if light-on contradicts it. In early database
systems it had been considered that the new data should be systematically
rejected in the latter case. Such a trivial TELL-function is unsatisfactory in
most applications. Other approaches such as the introduction of so-called
‘null values’ in relational databases turned out to be problematic as well (cf.
the discussion in [Winslett, 1990, section 1.1].2

Several authors coming from the database field such as Winslett, Kat-
suno, Mendelzon, Satoh and Grahne have linked the problematics of up-
dating to that of belief change as studied by philosophers in the field of
formal epistemology. In that field, Alchourròn, Gärdenfors and Makinson
(AGM henceforth) had established in the eighties a set of rationality pos-
tulates that every reasonable belief revision operation should satisfy, and
had proved characterization theorems. It has been claimed that there is a
fundamental semantical difference between update operations and revision

1Nevertheless e.g. in a numerical setting we might want to strengthen the degree of
certainty (degree of belief, acceptance, . . . ) of the piece of data light-on.

2There is another function dual to TELL which has been discussed in the literature,
that is called erasure or contraction, which retracts data from the database. We shall
not treat it in this chapter, one of the reasons being that it can be defined from the
TELL-function via the so-called Harper identity [Gärdenfors, 1988].
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operations à la AGM. In particular it has been argued that updates are
markedly more liberal in the case where the new data is contingent (i.e.
neither contradicts nor follows from the current database). Katsuno and
Mendelzon (KM henceforth) have paralleled AGM and have proposed a set
of postulates for updates. It has also been shown that updates are closely
related with conditionals.

The presentation in this chapter builds on these interactions. We shall
give formal accounts of updates in terms of models that have been proposed
for conditionals. Then we recast update operations à la KM as a particular
logic of update and conditional operators.

The axioms for these logical systems give us the abstract properties of
update operations w.r.t. the logical and metalogical operators of classical
logic. While such results are satisfactory from the philosophical point of
view, they do not give us explicit constructions such as algorithms or proce-
dures, which is what people in the database field and in artificial intelligence
are interested in. Worse, the class of update operations admitted by these
logical systems is much too broad from a database practitioner’s point of
view. It contains e.g. the trivial update operation which as soon as the new
data does not follow from the database only retains the former and destroys
the latter.

Ideally there should be only one update operation: the right one. (Com-
pare this to the case of the deduction relation for classical logic: Gentzen’s
rules can be viewed as describing the interplay between the deduction rela-
tion ` and the Boolean connectives, and they are sufficient to characterize
a unique `.) Does such an operation exist? In [Winslett, 1990, section
2.4.1] it is argued that the choice of the update operation depends on the
application we have in mind.3 Nevertheless, and as Winslett thinks, there
might be a unique basic update operation which could be extended and
adapted to particular applications. Anyway, this makes us turn to concrete
update operations. We focus on Winslett’s so-called Possible Models Ap-
proach (PMA), which is the most prominent example of a concrete update
operation. We construct the corresponding conditional logic and study its
properties, and review critiques of the approach that have been made in the
literature.

But first of all we settle the formal language. We adopt the terminology
of the belief change literature instead of that of the database literature, and
shall speak of beliefs instead of attributes and values, and of belief bases

3It should be investigated whether such applications can be classified, and whether
we can say more about the choice criteria, but little has been said in the literature about
that. The only exception seems to be [Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1992], where there is
a short comparison between Dalal’s and Winslett’s update operation. It is argued that
the former is more appropriate in diagnosis than the latter. The point seems to be that
diagnosis is a context where we prefer explanations involving less faults over alternatives.
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instead of databases.

2 THE BASIC ISSUES

In this section we introduce the logical language, and discuss four basic
desiderata for belief change operations.

2.1 The language of belief

We shall consider that a database is made up of beliefs. Each belief is a
sentence (or formula) of a logical language.4

A belief base is a finite set of beliefs. We view a belief base as the collec-
tion of all beliefs explicitly held by some agent. We denote belief bases by
B,B′, B1, B2, . . ., and we confuse a belief base with the conjunction of its
elements.

Note that another possibility that is often preferred by philosophers is
to work with sets of beliefs that are deductively closed, i.e. contain each of
their logical consequences. Such sets are infinite (at least for the usual logics
having an infinite number of theorems). But if we want to represent beliefs
on a computer, it is compulsory to work with finite representations of such
sets, i.e. belief bases. There is another argument for belief bases which has
been debated extensively in the literature, viz. that they carry information
about the justificational structure of beliefs. The so-called foundationalists
claim that not all our pieces of belief have the same status: some are justified
by others, while some are self-justifying. When changing our beliefs we
should concentrate on the self-justified beliefs, and not bother too much
about the others. (The reader is referred to the discussion in sections 1 and
3 of Hansson’s chapter in this volume.)

As well, quite different modellings of belief exist, such as semantic net-
works, or uncertainty measures such as probability measures (see e.g. [Gärdenfors,
1988]), or possibility measures [Dubois and Prade, 1988].

4Note that we do not restrict a priori this language to classical propositional logic.
In particular, the language may contain modal operators of belief or knowledge, as well
as conditional operators.

Later on we shall sometimes be more restrictive: most of the theorems suppose that
the language of beliefs is classical propositional logic, and sometimes the language is even
required to be finite.
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2.2 The language of belief change

The logical form of the incoming information

What is the logical form of an incoming piece of information? We suppose
that it is represented in the same way as the elements of belief bases, viz.
as a belief. We call such an incoming belief an input.

This restriction on the form of the incoming information might be thought
severe: it might just as well be an entity different from a piece of belief. In
particular it may be an action as in dynamic logic. Nevertheless, philoso-
phers such as von Wright or Segerberg have stated that actions can be
identified with their results described by a logical formula. In the database
field this view has been put forward in [Winslett, 1988].

Language vs. metalanguage

Most of the presentations of abstract change operations in the literature
are in terms of families of update operations in the metalanguage. They do
not formulate axioms and inference rules, but postulates that each of these
operations should satisfy. Postulates are non-constructive, in the sense that
they do not give us a definition of deduction.

On the contrary, in this chapter we present logical systems for update
and conditional operators in the object language. Working in the object
language has the advantage of expressive power (we can e.g. nest operators)
and preciseness: object language axiomatizations in terms of axioms and
inference rules allow to deduce all theorems. On the other hand, it obliges
us to be more careful, e.g. when we try to write down axioms and inference
rules for postulates referring to consistency.5

To make the distinction we speak of a (unique) update operator in the
object language, and of (several) update operations in the metalanguage.
The two presentations are linked in the following way: let L be a logic for
the update operator. First, each model of L corresponds to a particular
update operation. Second, every formula that is valid in L postulates prop-
erties that every update operation should satisfy.6 We say that an update
operation is an L-update operation iff there is a model of L validating the
operation.

5In the literature, AGM-revision uses metalanguage operations mapping deductively
closed (and hence infinite) belief sets to new belief sets (see subsections 3.3 and 4.3).
[Grahne, 1991] uses object language update and conditional operators on formulas.
[Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1992] stops half way: there are metalanguage operations on
formulas (or equivalently finite sets).

6To be precise, the formula should not contain nested update operators.
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Hypothetical vs. effective updates: the Ramsey test

There are three entities that are involved in an update: an input A, a
current belief base B, and a resulting belief base C. Formally speaking,
we are studying a ternary relation R(B,A,C). We have at least three
possibilities to express this algebraically in terms of operations on formulas:

• We may group B and A, and thus explicitly construct the new belief
base resulting from the change. In this case, what we need is an
update operator ←� which constructs an updated belief base B←�A.
The formula B←�A can be read “B has been updated by A”. Then
to check whether R(B,A,C) holds amounts to prove B←�A ` C.

It is the database community which has largely preferred such con-
structions.

• We may group A and C. In this case, we need a conditional operator
2→ which constructs an conditional A2→C. A2→C can be read as
a hypothetical update: “if the current belief base is updated with A
then C follows”. To check whetherR(B,A,C) holds amounts to prove
B ` A2→C.

In the database literature, such presentations are e.g. in [Grahne, 1991,
Eiter and Gottlob, 1992, Grahne and Mendelzon, 1995, Ryan and
Schobbens, 1997].

• We may group B and C. In this case we have an operator which given
B and C constructs the input which makes B evolve towards C. This
should be related to plan generation in robotics, but has not been
investigated up to now in the literature on updates.

As both B←�A ` C and B ` A2→C are just ways of writing our ternary
relation R(B,A,C), we should always have B←�A ` C iff B ` A2→C. This
equivalence can be seen as a definition of the conditional operator from the
update operator, but also the other way round. The former view of the
equivalence corresponds to the so-called Ramsey test for conditionals in
philosophical logic [Stalnaker, 1968].

In this chapter we neither consider updates to be more basic than condi-
tionals nor the contrary, and shall rather take the equivalence to be basic.

Despite the intuitive appeal of the Ramsey test, there is a formal re-
sult that is sometimes called Gärdenfors’ impossibility theorem [Gärdenfors,
1978, Gärdenfors, 1988] which roughly says that there is no (object lan-
guage) conditional operator that corresponds with (metalinguistic) AGM-
revision operations via the Ramsey test. This negative result has led to a
big discussion in the literature on belief revision and several proposals to
overcome it. For more details, see the chapter on the Ramsey test in this
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volume. We only note here that if we take update operations in the sense
of KM (and not AGM revision operations), the proof of Gärdenfors’ impos-
sibility theorem does not go through. In the sequel we shall see that most
of the standard systems of conditional logic support update operations.

Formal definition of the language

Formally, our language is built from a set of atoms ATM = {p, q, r, . . .}
with the classical connectives ∧,∨,¬,>,⊥, and binary operators ←� and
2→. Examples of formulas are p←�¬p, (p ∧ q)2→p, (p2→q)←�p. We use
A,B,C, . . . for formulas (to be more precise, for formula schemas). Formulas
of the form B←�A are called updates. ←� is the update operator, B is
the belief base and A the input. Formulas of the form A2→C are called
conditionals. 2→ is the conditional operator, A is the input (or hypothesis),
and C is the consequence. ←� and 2→ are called non-classical operators.

As far as possible we shall use

• A,A′, A1, . . . for inputs and hypotheses,

• B,B′, B1, . . . for current belief bases, and

• C,C ′, C1, . . . for consequences of conditionals and the result of up-
dates.

We stipulate that ¬ binds stronger than 2→ and ←�, which in turn bind
stronger than the rest of the connectives. ←� associates to the left, and 2→
to the right. E.g. ¬p←�q←�r ∧ t is (((¬p)←�q)←�r) ∧ t, and p2→¬q2→r
is p2→((¬q)2→r). We often use the point-convention for the outermost
connectives, and e.g. write p←�q . ∨ . r ∧ t instead of (p←�q) ∨ (r ∧ t).
Finally, we consider A→ B and A↔ B to be abbreviations of ¬A∨B and
(¬A ∨B) ∧ (¬B ∨A), respectively.

We need a function atm which associates to every formula the set of
atoms appearing in it.

DEFINITION 2.1 Let A be a formula.

atm(A) = {p ∈ ATM : p occurs in A}
E.g. atm(⊥) = ∅, and atm(p → (r ∧ q)) = {p, q, r}.
FOR denotes the set of formulas. We call a formula classical if no non-

classical operator occurs in it. FOR0 denotes the sublanguage of classical
formulas, and FOR1 denotes the sublanguage of first-degree formulas, i.e.
without nested non-classical operators. FORU denotes the sublanguage of
formulas without the conditional operator, and FORC denotes the sublan-
guage of formulas without the update operator. Hence FOR0 is the inter-
section of FORU and FORC . Furthermore, FOR1

U= FOR1∩ FORU is
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the set of first-degree formulas without conditional operators, and FOR1
C=

FOR1∩ FORC is the corresponding one without update operators.

2.3 What’s the problem? - four basic desiderata for update op-
erations

Having fixed our logical language, we are ready for the formal analysis of
updates and conditionals. First of all we state four desiderata which all up-
date operations should satisfy: syntax-independence, success, consistency,
and minimal change.7 It is easy to give formal definitions of the first three
ones. This is not the case for the fourth, and various semantical accounts
of minimal change are the starting point of each of the following sections.

The desiderata are formulated in terms of updates. The corresponding
desiderata in terms of conditionals are in subsections 3.3 and 4.3.

Syntax-independence

As already discussed in subsection 2.1, we shall consider that logically equiv-
alent belief bases should be updated in the same way. Hence update op-
erations should be independent of the syntactical formulation of the belief
base. This has been called the principle of irrelevance of syntax in [Dalal,
1988].

Without such a requirement the result of an update would be “extremely
dependent on the syntactic form of the belief base. Even apparently mean-
ingless distinctions . . . have an effect” [Del Val, 1997]. E.g. the belief bases
p ∧ q and q ∧ p would be updated differently (see e.g. [Del Val, 1997] for a
detailed critique).

It would make no sense to accept that principle for belief bases without
accepting it for the input. Hence we have the following desideratum:

If B1 ↔ B2 and A1 ↔ A2 then B←�A1 ↔ B←�A2

This can be split up into two inference rules for the update operator: one for
Equivalence in the Antecedens (the input), and another one for Equivalence
in the Consequens (the belief base).

(RU.EA) A1 ↔ A2
B←�A1 ↔ B←�A2

(RU.EC) B1 ↔ B2
B1←�A ↔ B2←�A

7Similar ones for belief revision are in [Gärdenfors and Rott, 1995, p. 38] and [Hansson,
1996]. The latter studies several variants of each desideratum.
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Success

It seems natural to postulate that if we update B by A then A is effectively
in the resulting belief base B←�A. This can be formulated as the axiom of
identity

(U.ID) B←�A → A

If we abandon such a priority of the input over the belief base we get to
the concept of data fusion (see Cholvy’s chapter in this volume).

Consistency

The update B←�A should be ‘consistent whenever possible’. Indeed, the
inconsistent belief base ⊥ has more or less the same informative value as
the empty belief base >. 8

Given the above success desideratum, consistency of B←�A is impossible
if A is inconsistent. While this is the only situation where inconsistency
is allowed in the AGM-postulates for revision, in the case of updates we
shall consider that B←�A becomes inconsistent as well if B is inconsistent.9

I.o.w., we require that B←�A is consistent iff both B and A are consistent.
This can be split up into three conditions:

Preservation of input inconsistency: if A is inconsistent then B←�A is
inconsistent. Under syntax-independence this is equivalent to the axiom
(B←�⊥) → ⊥, which is an instance of the success desideratum.

Preservation of base inconsistency: if B is inconsistent then B←�A is
inconsistent. Under syntax-independence this is equivalent to the axiom
(U.N) ¬(⊥←�A), which we shall meet again in subsection 3.3.

Preservation of base and input consistency: if A and B are consistent
then B←�A is consistent. Up to now every desideratum took the form of an
axiom or an inference rule. This is not the case here. Which consistency is
meant here? Look at an example first: let p, q ∈ ATM be some atoms. Both
of them being classically consistent, it is reasonable to expect p←�q to be
consistent, for every update operator←�.10 Let us return to the view of←�
as an operation in the metalanguage, mapping a pair of classical formulas
(a classical belief base and a classical input) to a classical formula (the

8This is opposed to the paraconsistent view. Such approaches presuppose that in-
consistency is unavoidable, and that relevant information can be deduced even from
inconsistent belief bases (see e.g. [Benferhat et al., 1993]).

9This will be motivated by our basic explanation of updates in subsection 2.4: if the
current set of possible states is empty, making evolve the elements of that set separately
and collecting the results gives us the empty set again.

10We note in passing that this is not guaranteed in the formal system of [Grahne, 1991].
There, what is validated is the weaker “if B is consistent and A is consistent then there
is an update operation ←� such that B←�A is consistent”.
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update). There, it is clear that consistency means classical consistency. Now
we have two options for logics with←� in the non-classical object language:
consistency is either consistency in classical logic (in which case no non-
classical operator should appear in the formula), or in the non-classical logic
under construction. The choice of the latter hinders a constructive definition
of deduction. Formal life gets easier if we restrict A to classical formulas,
and view consistency of A as classical consistency. Under the condition that
A is classically consistent we can then infer ¬B from ¬(B←�A). We shall
meet such a rule in subsections 3.3 and 4.3.

Minimal change (conservativeness)

As little as possible old beliefs of B should be lost, and as little as possible
new beliefs should be introduced:

C ∈ B iff C ∈ B←�A for “as much C as possible”.

Contrarily to the preceding desiderata it is difficult to make this one more
precise, and we shall concentrate on it in the following sections.

2.4 What changes? - updates vs. revisions

A belief base is supposed to describe what is believed by an agent about
the ‘real state of affairs’ (or ‘the actual world’). Belief bases usually are
incomplete, in the sense that they do not completely describe that single
state of affairs, but rather several possible ones.

As depicted in [Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1992], when the belief base is
notified of a change occurring in the real world by a TELL-operation, the
description of the possible states of affairs must be modified accordingly.
It is supposed here that the change itself takes place in the real state of
affairs. But “since we are confined to our set of possibilities, we must
make the change come true in all of our candidate worlds. Semantically, we
change each of the possible worlds ‘as little as possible’ in order to make
the new state of affairs hold. Our new syntactic description of the worlds
of interest should now correctly reflect the outcome of this set of changes.
The function that maps the old description to the new is called an update.”
[Grahne, 1991].

On the contrary, if we suppose that nothing changes in the real state of
affairs, and that the incoming piece of belief is supposed just to extend or
correct our current beliefs about that state of affairs, then the picture is
different, and we have two possibilities: either the input is consistent with
the current belief base, and we eliminate those states of affairs in our set
of possibilities that are inconsistent with the input (we are sure that there
will remain at least one), or else we drop the current set of possible states
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of affairs and move to a new one. Such operations have been called revision
operations in [Alchourrón et al., 1985]. They are presented in Hansson’s
chapter in this volume. The difference between these two operations has
been pointed out first in [Keller and Winslett, 1985], and has been taken
up in [Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1992].

We shall see later on that update operations are not only different from
AGM-revision operations, but even incompatible with them (subsection
4.4). Given that incompatibility, what remains is a practical problem: which
change operation do you choose? Things are clear in the case e.g. of fault
diagnosis or detective stories, where the real world usually does not evolve
any more: a murder or a fault in a circuit has occurred, and the detective
revises his beliefs in the light of new information about that fixed picture.
But in a lot of cases we do not know whether the input corresponds to a
change in the real world or not.11

2.5 The rest of the chapter

In the next section we examine the basic normal logic of updates and condi-
tionals UCK, which has semantics in terms of selection functions. It fulfills
the syntax-independence desideratum, and can be extended in a way to
fulfill those of success and consistency.

It remains to make the fourth minimal change desideratum more precise,
via refinements of the semantics. First of all we investigate more deeply the
notion of closeness between possible states of affairs (or possible worlds),
which we base on abstract relations of closeness. These are axiomatized by
what we call cumulative logics of updates and conditionals, whose basic one
we call UCL. We show that the logic corresponding to the KM-postulates
is a particular cumulative logic.

All these logical systems being abstract in the sense that nothing is stipu-
lated therein about the closeness of two particular worlds, in the final section
we shall study concrete notions of closeness giving raise to concrete update
operations. This leads us to Winslett’s so-called possible models approach.

3 NORMAL UPDATE LOGICS

In this section we present the weakest system of update logic, viz. the basic
normal update logic UCK. ‘U ’ stands for updates and ‘C’ for conditionals,

11In [Del Val and Shoham, 1994, Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1992] it is proposed to view
incoming information as time-stamped: the current belief base being labelled with t,
when a belief labelled t′ comes in then we choose revision if t = t′, and update else. In
fact this amounts to explicitly say “revise” or “update”. But in everyday situations (as
well as e.g. in robotics) we might hesitate over the choice of the change operation, and
we cannot presuppose that incoming information is time-stamped.
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while ‘K’ is in honour of Kripke and designates the basic normal modal
logic. The material is based on [Chellas, 1975, Chellas, 1980, Nute, 1980,
Nute, 1984].

Following Hintikka, beliefs are analysed semantically in terms of possible
worlds. A possible world can be thought of as being the complete description
of a possible state of affairs. Given a possible world w and a formula A, A is
either true or false in w. A belief state is a set of possible worlds (also called
a proposition). For a given set of possible worlds, we can associate to every
formula A the belief state [A] consisting of all those possible worlds where
A is true (also called the extension of A). Semantically, to change a belief
base B on input A means to ‘leave’ the belief state [B] and ‘move towards
[A]’. The result will be a new belief state associated with the belief base
B←�A. I.o.w., we suppose that there is a function mapping belief states to
belief states such that

[B←�A] = [B] ◦ [A]

as depicted below:
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But we can say more about that function: it follows from our discussion
in subsection 2.4 that it should be constructed from a function mapping a
possible world and a belief state to a belief state:

U ◦ V =
⋃

u∈U
u · V

For a given world w, w · [A] selects the set of A-worlds that are closest to
w. This can be depicted as follows:
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In some sense, doing things this way ‘defines away’ minimal change. We
shall say more about this in subsection 3.4.

3.1 Semantics of UCK
Formally, semantics is stated in terms of frames and models. Generally, a
UCK-frame is composed of a non empty set W whose elements are called
worlds (denoted by w,w′, u, v, . . .), together with some structure on W .
Here, the structure is in terms of a ternary relation R ⊆ 2W ×W ×W .

We use the abbreviation

w · U = {v ∈W : R(U,w, v)}
The set w · U collects all those worlds of U that are closest to w.12

REMARK 3.1 Writing RU (w, v) instead of R(U,w, v), every RU can be
understood as an accessibility relation in the usual sense in modal logic.

A model consists of a frame together with a valuation V : W → 2ATM

associating to every possible world w the set of atoms that are true in w.
We write Vw instead of V (w).

Given a UCK-model M = (W,R, V ), we can associate to every formula
A the set [A]M of those worlds w ∈ W where A is true (sometimes called
the extension of A in M). In the case of atoms and classical connectives,
the definitions are the usual ones:

• [A]M = {w : A ∈ Vw}, for A ∈ ATM .

• [A ∨B]M = [A]M ∪ [B]M .

• [A ∧B]M = [A]M ∩ [B]M .
12This should not be understood too literally here: up to now, we have no guarantee

that w · U is a subset of U .
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• [¬A]M = W \ [A]M .

(We drop the subscript M if no confusion may arise.) The extension of an
update B←�A is just [B] ◦ [A]. Hence

• [B←�A] =
⋃
u∈[B] u · [A]

Informally, the extension of a conditional A2→C is the set of those worlds
w such that C is true in all closest A-worlds. Hence

• [A2→C] = {w ∈W : w · [A] ⊆ [C]}
As usual, we say that a formula A is true in a model M = (W,R, V ) iff

[A]M = W .
Let us prove that such a semantics satisfies the Ramsey test:

THEOREM 3.2 For every UCK-model M , B←�A → C is true in M iff
B → A2→C is true in M .

Proof. B←�A → C is true in M iff [B] ◦ [A] ⊆ [C]. The latter means
w · [A] ⊆ [C] for every w ∈ [B]. But this is nothing else than w ∈ [A2→C]
for every w ∈ [B], which means that B → A2→C is true in M . q.e.d.

Note that this does not mean that the equivalence B←�A → C. ↔ . B →
A2→C is true in M .

3.2 Axiomatizations

We shall axiomatize the set of UCK-models by putting to work the Ramsey
test, under the form of two inference rules of conversion:

(R.Conv2→) B←�A → C
B → A2→C

(R.Conv←�) B → A2→C
B←�A → C

What is the minimal logic of updates and conditionals that supports these
two inference rules?

Suppose → is material implication. We shall see that we obtain in this
way the semi-normal logic of updates and conditionals UCk (subsection 3.4).
The conditional part of UCk is Chellas’ basic seminormal conditional logic
Ck. The basic normal conditional logic CK being obtained from Ck by adding
a principle of extensionality for inputs, we construct the basic normal logic
of updates and conditionals UCK in the same way.

All the axiomatizations in this chapter will be presented in terms of axiom
and inference rule schemas. Theorems will be theorem schemas (we recall
that we use A,B,C, . . . as formula schemas, while elements of the set of
atoms are denoted by p, q, r, . . .). For reasons of conciseness we shall drop
the term ‘schema’ and speak of axioms and inference rules instead.
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A small axiomatics of UCK
The basic normal update logic results from adding the following inference
rule schemas to the axioms and inference rules of classical propositional
logic CPL:

(RU.EA) A1 ↔ A2
B←�A1 ↔ B←�A2

(R.Conv2→) B←�A → C
B → A2→C

(R.Conv←�) B → A2→C
B←�A → C

Our notational convention is that inference rules are prefixed by an ‘R’.
(RU.EA) is a Rule for Updates saying that substitution of Equivalences is
allowed in the input part of an update (the Antecedens). (R.Conv2→) and
(R.Conv←�) are the Ramsey rules of conversion.

The notion of a proof of a formula from a set of hypotheses and that of
a theorem are as usual.

We call the basic normal update logic UCK. We equal UCK and the
sum of rules and axioms defining it. Hence UCK = CPL + (RU.EA) +
(R.Conv2→) + (R.Conv←�).

Some derived rules and theorems

THEOREM 3.3 The following can be derived in UCK: 13

(RU.EC) B1 ↔ B2
B1←�A ↔ B2←�A

(RU.M) B1 → B2
B1←�A → B2←�A

(U.M) B1←�A ∨B2←�A .→ (B1 ∨B2)←�A
(U.C) (B1 ∨B2)←�A → . B1←�A ∨B2←�A
(U.N) ¬(⊥←�A)

(RC.EA) A1 ↔ A2
A12→C ↔ A22→C

(RC.EC) C1 ↔ C2
A2→C1 ↔ A2→C2

(RC.M) C1 → C2
A2→C1 → A2→C2

13We recall our conventions concerning parantheses: (U.C) is ((B1 ∨ B2)←�A) →
((B1←�A) ∨ (B2←�A)), etc.
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(C.M) A2→(C1 ∧ C2) .→ . A2→C1 ∧A2→C2

(C.C) A2→C1 ∧A2→C2 .→ . A2→(C1 ∧ C2)

(C.N) A2→>

(Conv2→) B → A2→(B←�A)

(Conv←�) (A2→C)←�A → C

(RU.EC) expresses that substitution of equivalences is allowed in the be-
lief base part of an update. The rule (RU.M) and the axiom (U.M) say the
same thing: the operator ←� is monotonic in its left argument. Putting
together (U.M) and (U.C), we obtain that disjunctions are updated in a
compositional way. (U.N) can be read as ‘preservation of belief base in-
consistency’: “if B is inconsistent then B←�A is inconsistent”. (RC.EA)
and (RC.EC) are the principles of irrelevance of syntax for conditionals.
(RC.M) and (C.M) state the monotony of 2→ in its right argument, and
(C.M) together with (C.C) express distribution of 2→ over conjunctions.
(C.N) stands for preservation of theoremhood under hypothetical updating.
Intuitively, (Conv2→) says that the original beliefs are ‘remembered’ under
the hypothetical update. (Conv←�) says that if the conditional A2→C is
updated by A then C follows indeed. I.o.w., the prediction that a hypothet-
ical update entails C is correct in the sense that the effective update entails
C.

The letters N, C, and M in the axiom and rule names respectively stand
for ‘necessitation’, ‘conjunction’ and ‘monotony’.

(RC.EA), (RC.EC), (C.C), (C.M), and (C.N) are axioms of the basic
normal conditional logic CK [Chellas, 1975]. Hence CK = CPL + (RC.EA)
+ (RC.EC) + (C.C) + (C.M) + (C.N) axiomatizes the valid formulas of
the sublanguage FORC without the update operator.

The update sublanguage without conditional operators can be axioma-
tized in much the same way: UK = CPL + (RU.EA) + (RU.EC) + (U.C)
+ (U.M) + (U.N) axiomatizes the valid formulas of the sublanguage FORU
without the conditional operator.14

14This can be proved as follows: if we rewrite the axiomatics in terms of the dual ←2

of ←� (i.e. B←�A is replaced by ¬(¬B←2A)) then modulo classical logic equivalences
we get exactly the axiomatics of CK: the axiom (U.N) ¬(⊥←�A) becomes ¬¬(¬⊥←2A).
This is classically equivalent to >←2A, which is nothing else than (C.N) written the
other way round. (RU.EA) becomes the rule for conditionals (RC.EA), (U.C) becomes
(C.C), etc. (which explains our naming).

Semantically, the models are identical if we replace every accessibility relation RU by
its converse, i.e. every triple R(U,w, v) by R(U, v, w).
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Proof. We start at the end and prove that (Conv2→) is a theorem: by
CPL, B←�A → B←�A. By (R.Conv2→) we get the desired result B →
A2→(B←�A).

The proof of (Conv←�) is similar.
Basically, the rest of the proofs can be done using the technique of [Ryan

and Schobbens, 1997]. There, axioms and inference rules have been trans-
formed to formulas with only one non-classical operator, to which the con-
version rules are then applied in order to ‘strip off’ that operator from the
relevant part of the formula and apply classical principles.

The simplest proof is that of (U.N): by CPL, ⊥ → A2→⊥ is a theorem.
By the conversion rule (R.Conv←�) we get ⊥←�A → ⊥. By CPL this is
equivalent to ¬(⊥←�A), which is just (U.N).

We prove (RU.EC): suppose B1 ↔ B2. Let C be a fresh atomic schema,
i.e. neither appearing in B1 nor in B2. Then we have B1 → A2→C

B2 → A2→C . With

(R.Conv2→) and (R.Conv←�) this rule is derivable iff the rule B1←�A → C
B2←�A → C

is. But the latter is derivable iff the formula B2←�A → B1←�A is. In the
same manner we can prove that the other sense B1←�A → B2←�A can be
inferred from B1 ↔ B2, which establishes (RU.EC).

And so on for the rest. q.e.d.

For further use we generalize the above proofs. First of all we need some
terminology:

DEFINITION 3.4 Two (axiom or rule) schemas are deductively equivalent
in a logical system L if for every set of formulas S closed under the deduction
relation of L, S is closed under the first schema iff S is closed under the
second schema.

LEMMA 3.5 In classical logic CPL, a schema of the form F → G is de-
ductively equivalent to a schema of the form B → F

B → G , where B is a ‘fresh’
atomic formula schema neither occurring in F nor in G.

Proof. From the left to the right, suppose Bσ → Fσ ∈ S for some substi-
tution σ. By hypothesis, Fσ → Gσ ∈ S. By classical logic, Bσ → Gσ ∈ S.

From the right to the left, F → F
F → G is an instance of the rule schema. As

by classical logic F → F ∈ S, we must have F → G ∈ S. q.e.d.

DEFINITION 3.6 A conditional Horn schema is a formula schema of the
form (F1∧ . . .∧Fn)→ Fn+1, where all F1, . . . , Fn, Fn+1 are either classical,
or of the form Ai2→Ci with Ai and Ci classical.

Note that all the schemas except (Conv2→) and (Conv←�) can be written
as Horn schemas.
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LEMMA 3.7 In UCK, every conditional Horn schema (F1∧. . .∧Fn)→ Fn+1

is deductively equivalent to the rule schema F+
1 , . . . , F

+
n

F+
n+1

, where

• F+
i is B → Fi if Fi is classical,

• F+
i is B←�Ai → Ci if Fi is of the form Ai2→Ci, and

• B is a ‘fresh’ atomic schema which does not appear in the conditional
Horn schema.

For updates there are dual definitions and lemmas.
Now all the proofs except that of (Conv2→) and (Conv←�) consist in

alternating lemma 3.7 and the Ramsey rules of conversion (R.Conv2→) and
(R.Conv←�).
UCK can be viewed as a tense logic. This is established by the following

THEOREM 3.8 ([Ryan and Schobbens, 1997]) UCK = CK + (Conv2→) +
(Conv←�).

Proof. We have already shown that (Conv2→), (Conv←�), and the axioms
and rules of CK can be derived in UCK. We derive (R.Conv←�) in CK +
(Conv←�): suppose B → A2→C. By the derived rule (RU.M), B←�A →
(A2→C)←�A. By (Conv←�) we derive B←�A → C.

(R.Conv2→) can be derived in the same style in CK + (Conv←�). q.e.d.

We shall use this result to prove the completeness theorem 3.14.

3.3 Extensions

In the sequel we shall state completeness results for various extensions of
UCK. They shall in particular warrant success and consistency.

A general completeness proof

We investigate combinations of the following axioms.

(U.ID) B←�A → A

(ID) A2→A

(RU.CSO) B←�A1 → A2 , B←�A2 → A1
B←�A1 ↔ B←�A2

(CSO) A2→A′ ∧A′2→A .→ . A2→C ↔ A′2→C
(U.MP) B ∧A .→ B←�A
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(MP) A ∧A2→C .→ C

(U.CS) (B ∧A)←�A → B

(CS) A ∧ C .→ A2→C

(U.D>) ¬(B←�>)
¬B

(C.D>) ¬(>2→⊥)

(RU.ASC) B←�A → A′
B←�(A ∧A′) → B←�A

(ASC) (A2→A′) ∧ (A2→C) .→ . (A ∧A′)2→C

(RU.RT) B←�A → A′
B←�A → B←�(A ∧A′)

(RT) A2→A′ ∧ (A ∧A′)2→C .→ A2→C
We only give the completeness result here, and postpone explanations

and comments to subsections 4.2 and 4.3.
The Ramsey rules of conversion makes the formulations in terms of con-

ditionals and in terms of updates correspond: the logic UCK + (U.ID) is the
same as UCK + (ID), UCK + (RU.CSO) is the same as UCK + (CSO), etc.
Therefore it suffices to do the completeness proof only for the extensions in
terms of conditionals.

The associated conditions on UCK-frames are:

(id) w · U ⊆ U .

(mp) If w ∈ U then w ∈ w · U .

(cs) If w ∈ U then w · U ⊆ {w}.
(d>) w ·W 6= ∅.
(asc) If w · U ⊆ V then w · (U ∩ V ) ⊆ w · U .

(rt) If w · U ⊆ V then w · U ⊆ w · (U ∩ V ).

(cso) If w · U ⊆ V and w · V ⊆ U then w · U = w · V .

Soundness and completeness results for the resulting conditional logics
(i.e. extensions of CK by any combination of these axioms) can be found in
[Chellas, 1975, Chellas, 1980].

In what concerns extensions of UCK, soundness is easy to obtain. For
the rest of the subsection, let UCX be any extension of UCK with some
combination of the above axioms: UCX = UCK + (X). Let (x) be the
associated condition on UCK-frames.
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LEMMA 3.9 UCX is sound for the class of models satisfying the condition
(x) on UCK-frames.

Proof. The proof can be done using the soundness of the logic CX = CK
+ (X) and the soundness of the conversion axioms. E.g. for UCK + (U.ID)
this can be seen as follows: as UCK + (U.ID) = UCK + (ID), it suffices
to establish that (ID) is true in models satisfying (id). And this follows
from the soundness of the conditional logic CK + (ID) w.r.t. these models.
(Under the hypothesis w ·U ⊆ U it follows that w · [A] ⊆ [A], which ensures
that w ∈ [A2→A].) q.e.d.

Unfortunately, completeness does not automatically transfer to exten-
sions of UCK: even if the underlying monomodal logic (without the inverse
operator) is complete w.r.t. Kripke frames, there is an example where the
tense extension by the conversion axioms is incomplete [Wolter, 1997]. Nev-
ertheless, we can get a quite general result if the completeness proof is done
via the construction of what is called a proper canonical model in [Chellas,
1975]).

Let WUCX be the set of maximal UCX -consistent sets of formulas, and
let |A|UCX be the set of all those elements of WUCX containing A.

LEMMA 3.10 The triple MUCX = (WUCX , RUCX , V ) where

• RUCX is such that v ∈ w · |A|UCX iff {C : A2→C ∈ w} ⊆ v, and

• V is such that Vw = w ∩ATM

is an UCK-model satisfying condition (x).

Proof. The proof is just as in [Chellas, 1975, lemma 1 and section 7]: first,
MUCX is well defined due to the derived rule (RC.EA). Second, it can be
established that (x) is met for all those sets of worlds U such that there is
some formula A with |A|UCX = U . Finally, for those U for which such a
formula does not exist, (x) can be forced by an appropriate restriction. E.g.
in the case of (id) we may require that w · U = ∅ in order to satisfy (id)
alone, or w · U = U in order to satisfy (id) together with (mp). In order to
satisfy (id) together with (mp) and (cs), we may put w ·U = {w} if w ∈ U ,
and w · U = U else. q.e.d.

Such models are called proper canonical models. Therein, conditionals
and updates are connected as expected:

LEMMA 3.11 {C : A2→C ∈ w} ⊆ v iff {B←�A : B ∈ w} ⊆ v.

Proof. This can be proved with the conversion axioms, exactly as for tense
logics (see e.g. [Burgess, 1984, lemma 1.6], or [van Benthem, 1995, section
2.5.1]). q.e.d.
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Moreover, conditionals and updates in the possible worlds and the se-
mantical update operation are connected.

LEMMA 3.12 If A2→C ∈ w then w · |A|UCX ⊆ |C|UCX .
If B←�A ∈ w then there is some u ∈ |B|UCX such that w ∈ u · |A|UCX .

Proof. This can be proved using the Lindenbaum lemma and the axiomat-
ics of UCK, exactly as in the proof for tense logics (see e.g. [Burgess, 1984,
lemma 1.7], or [van Benthem, 1995, section 2.5.1]). q.e.d.

Now the fundamental lemma comes as usual:

LEMMA 3.13 For every w ∈WUCX , A ∈ w iff w ∈ [A].

Proof. The proof is the standard one by induction on the form of the
formulas. For the cases of the non-classical operators the preceding lemma
3.12 applies. q.e.d.

THEOREM 3.14 UCX is sound and complete w.r.t. UCK-models satisfying
(x).

Proof. The proof is again the standard one: suppose A is consistent. Take
the proper canonical model MUCX . By the Lindenbaum lemma there is
some w ∈ WUCX containing A. By the fundamental lemma 3.13 we must
have w ∈ [A]. And MUCX is in the class of models satisfying condition (x)
by the above lemma 3.10. q.e.d.

How to guarantee success and consistency

In the rest of the subsection we have a closer look at extensions of UCK
in view of satisfying our desiderata. In what concerns the rules of syntax-
independence (RU.EA) and (RU.EC), the first is part of the axiomatics of
UCK, and we have established that the second is a derived rule of UCK. We
have seen above that the success desideratum is met in the extension UCK
+ (ID) of UCK. Minimal change being the least formal desideratum, we
postpone comments to the discussion subsection 3.4, and refer for a deeper
analysis to the remaining sections of the chapter. What remains is the
desideratum of consistency.

The first half is no problem: we have already seen in subsection 2.3
that preservation of base inconsistency takes the form ¬(⊥←�A), which is
nothing else than the theorem (U.N) of UCK. As well, we have seen that
preservation of input inconsistency follows from the success desideratum
(U.ID). What remains is preservation of base and input consistency: if both
A and B are consistent then B←�A is consistent. We have seen that this is
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much more delicate to manipulate, and cannot be formulated immediately
in terms of an inference rule.

A first step is a consequence of it: if updating by a logical theorem re-
sults in an inconsistent base, then the base was already inconsistent before.

This is the rule (U.D>) ¬(B←�>)
¬B The deductively equivalent conditional

axiom is (C.D>) ¬(>2→⊥) The latter is deductively equivalent to the ax-
iom schema >2→C → ¬(>2→¬C), which is the conditional version of the
standard modal axiom (D) of idealization (or seriality). (C.D>) is called
(N) in [Lewis, 1973]).

But this is only part of what we want. For update operators we propose
an inference rule, and for conditionals an axiom. Both are conditioned by
input consistency. In order to avoid circularity we shall view the consistency
of the input as classical consistency, and consequently restrict inputs to
classical formulas from FOR0.

(RU.Dcon) ¬(B←�A)
¬B for every classical formula A which is classically

consistent

(C.Dcon) ¬(A2→⊥) for every classical formula A which is classically con-
sistent

(RU.Dcon) can be read “if A is classically consistent and B is consistent then
B←�A is consistent”. (C.Dcon) and (RU.Dcon) are deductively equivalent
to lemma 3.7.15

We call UCK + (ID) + (RU.Dcon) the extension of UCK + (ID) by
(RU.Dcon). We propose the following semantical restrictions on valuations
and accessibility relations:

(dcon) If A is a classical formula that is classically consistent then w ·
[A] 6= ∅ for all possible worlds w.

Clearly, (dcon) validates (C.Dcon) because w · [A] 6= ∅ implies w 6∈ [A2→⊥].
Completeness can be established as usual.

3.4 Discussion

Weaker variants: syntax-dependent logics

Systems without (RC.EA) can be obtained by putting some syntax into the
semantics: what we need is an accessibility relation labelled by formulas
instead of worlds R ⊆ FOR×W×W. In this way, we may have R(A,w, u)
without having R(B,w, u) for logically equivalent formulas A and B. Then

15Note that (C.Dcon) is simpler than the condition in [Ryan and Schobbens, 1997].
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• [A2→C] = {w : RA(w) ⊆ [C]}

Otherwise, semantics is as before. It does not validate the rules (RU.EA)
and (RC.EA) any longer. The corresponding conditional logic is Ck = CPL
+ (RC.EC) + (C.C) + (C.M) + (C.N) [Nute, 1980].

The logic of updates and conditionals UCk is CPL + (R.Conv2→) +
(R.Conv←�). Consequently, and as announced in subsection 2.2, UCk is the
weakest logic supporting the Ramsey test. Its completeness can be proved
either by canonical models, or using general results on the combination of
modal logics.

THEOREM 3.15 UCk is sound and complete w.r.t. UCk-models.

Proof. In the proof of theorem 3.8, the inference rule (RU.EA) is not used.
This permits to establish that UCk = Ck + (Conv2→) + (Conv←�). Then in
[Ryan and Schobbens, 1997] it is pointed out that using a different notation
our non-classical operators appear to belong to a well-known family of modal
operators: if we write conditionals with a modal operator 2 indexed by
hypotheses, and updates with a modal operator

←
3 indexed by inputs, then

A2→C becomes 2AC, and B←�A becomes
←
3A B. (Conv2→) and (Conv←�)

get
←
3A (2AB) → B and B → 2A

←
3A B. From this perspective UCk

is a multimodal logic with inverse operators. Such operators are familiar
from tense logic. There, we have temporal operators 2 and 3 (also written
F and G). They refer to the future, and the corresponding operators for
the past are

←
2 and

←
3 (also written H and P ). Hence UCk is a multimodal

version of the basic tense logic Kt.16 As the basic tense logic Kt is sound and
complete (see e.g. [Burgess, 1984], or [van Benthem, 1995, section 2.5.1]),
by results for the combination of multimodal logics from monomodal ones
(see e.g. [Kracht and Wolter, 1991]), UCk is sound and complete w.r.t. the
class of UCk-models. q.e.d.

Minimal change in UCK
The selection function in the models of normal update logics in some sense
‘defines away’ the notion of closeness, and consequently that of minimal
change: the closest worlds are just those which the selection function gives
us. This may be criticized as a somewhat superficial account: there is no
notion of minimality in UCK-models.

In the next section we shall present a more elaborate analysis of minimal
change.

16Such converse operators have also been studied in the logics of programs and in
propositional dynamic logic with converse CPDL. In the latter, for every program a
there is a converse program a−1 executing a backwards [Harel, 1984, de Giacomo, 1996].
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4 CUMULATIVE UPDATE LOGICS

Mathematically, the notion of minimality requires ordering-like structures.
In the light of the discussion in subsection 2.4, such orderings of minimal
change should be attached to worlds. With Lewis we can think of them as
orderings of comparative similarity (or comparative closeness).

In the present section we explore models for updates in terms of families
of binary relations ≤w on possible worlds. Each ≤w is attached to the
possible world w. u ≤w v means that “u is at least as close to w as v is”.
Given any subset U of the set of worlds, the elements of U that are closest
to w are the minimal ones under ≤w.17
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Such semantics have been studied in [Burgess, 1981] as generalisations of
Lewis’ sphere systems [Lewis, 1973]. They have been taken up in [Katsuno
and Satoh, 1995, Nejdl, 1991, Arló Costa and Shapiro, 1992].

We call UCL the weakest system whose semantics can be based on partial
preorders.18 UCL is stronger than UCK: every UCL-model is a UCK-model,
but not the converse.

4.1 Semantics of UCL
UCL-Models are of the form M = (W, {≤w: w ∈ W}, V ), where W is a set
of worlds, V is a valuation are as before, and every ≤w is a binary relation

17Given any binary relation R on some set W (which is neither required to be reflexive
nor transitive), the set of minima of some subset U of W is

min
R

(U) = {u ∈ U : ∀v ∈ U, if R(v, u) then R(u, v)}

18Apparently there is no commonly used name for the corresponding basic conditional
logic that we call CL. As Lewis’ stronger V-logic (with semantics in terms of total
preorders) has been criticized in the literature, CL currently seems to be the best base
for the formal study of conditionals. We have chosen the letter L in honour of D. Lewis.
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on W .19

Let Sw = {u : ∃v u ≤w v} for every w ∈W . (Sw can be seen as the set of
worlds that is accessible from w.) M must satisfy the following conditions:

• For all w, the restriction of ≤w to Sw is a partial preorder on Sw (i.e.
≤w ∩ (Sw × Sw) is a reflexive and transitive relation).

• For all w in W , ≤w satisfies the limit assumption:20

for all formulas A and worlds w, v ∈ W , if v ∈ [A] ∩ Sw then there is
some u ∈ [A] such that u ≤w v, and for all u′ ∈ [A], u′ ≤w u implies
u ≤w u′.

Now w · U is the set of those elements of U that are in Sw and minimal
w.r.t. ≤w:

w · U = min
≤w

(U ∩ Sw)

The limit assumption guarantees that w · [A] = min≤w([A] ∩ Sw) 6= ∅ if
[A] ∩ Sw 6= ∅.

Given the definition of the semantical update function w · U , the exten-
sions of updates and conditionals are the same as before. We can write
them directly in terms of the ordering:

• [B←�A] =
⋃
u∈[B] min≤u([A] ∩ Su)

• [A2→C] = {w ∈W : min≤w([A] ∩ Sw) ⊆ [C]}

REMARK 4.1 We have said that the elements of a set of worlds U that
are closest to w are those which are minimal under the relation ≤w. Now
if U is an infinite decreasing ≤w-chain then w · U = ∅. This means that
even if the input is consistent (and U is nonempty) the update leads to an
inconsistency. That’s why we imposed the limit assumption, which more or
less says that such chains do not exist. Such an assumption (also called
smoothness or stopperedness in the study of nonmonotonic inference rela-
tions)21 has been debated extensively in the literature, and there are quite
convincing philosophical arguments against it (see e.g. [Lewis, 1973, p. 20],
[Nute, 1980, p. 66]).

Another possibility is to complicate the definition of an extension in a way
to guarantee that when we check the truth of a conditional A2→C whose
antecedens A has a nonempty extension then there is at least one closest

19As noted in [Makinson, 1993], transitivity may be dropped. Just as well, the preorder
might be strict.

20Note that as the conditions on ≤w will involve the notion of extension, we cannot
define the notion of a frame here.

21These are weaker requirements than well-foundedness of ≤w, i.e. the non-existence
of infinite decreasing ≤w-chains, see subsection 5.1.
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A-world that is checked for the truth of C. In [Lewis, 1973] and [Burgess,
1981], that second option is chosen, and a semantics without the limit as-
sumption is axiomatized. Interestingly enough, Burgess proves that CL and
its extensions have the finite model property. In virtue of that the axiomatics
of CL is sound and complete for finite models as well. And in finite models,
the more complex general truth condition can be reduced to the simpler one
for semantics with the limit assumption. Therefore, the axiomatics of CL
is complete for a semantics where the limit assumption is made.22 As we
are rather interested in the formal systems than in the philosophical debate,
in order to simplify things we have chosen to make the limit assumption.

4.2 Axiomatizations

What are the valid formulas of the above semantics? In the sequel we
undertake an axiomatic study.

For the language FOR we give only correspondence results, because no
completeness results exist in the literature. For the sublanguage FORC
without the update operator, there exist several Hilbert-style axiomatiza-
tions which are complete.

Axiomatics of UCL
The axiomatics of UCL is that of UCK together with

(U.ID) B←�A → A

(U.CA) B←�(A1 ∨A2) → . B←�A1 ∨B←�A2

(RU.CSO) B←�A1 → A2 , B←�A2 → A1
B←�A1 ↔ B←�A2

(U.CA) can be read as follows: if some C results both from updating by
A1 and A2 then it results from updating by A1 ∨ A2. (RU.CSO) means
that if A1 and A2 are equivalent in a weak sense (‘update-equivalent’) then
updating by A1 leads to the same result as updating by A2. Together
with (U.ID), (RU.CSO) permits to derive the rule of substitution of logical
equivalences (RU.EC) (hence the latter can be dropped from the axiomatics
of UCL). It is routine to establish that the axioms and rules of UCL are
sound, and we conjecture that they are complete.

In our notation, UCL = UCK + (U.ID) + (U.CA) + (RU.CSO).

22Note nevertheless that if we combined models not satisfying the limit assumption
with the simplified definition of extension, then axiom (ASC) of the axiomatics of CL
would no longer be valid, and we would loose soundness.
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Some derived rules and theorems

THEOREM 4.2 The following can be derived in UCL:

(RU.MOD0) ¬(B←�A)
¬(B←�(A ∧A′))

(RU.MOD) B←�¬A → A
B←�A′ → A

(RU.ASC) B←�A → A′
B←�(A ∧A′) → B←�A

(RU.RT) B←�A → A′
B←�A → B←�(A ∧A′)

(RU.CUM) B←�A → A′
B←�A ↔ B←�(A ∧A′)

(ID) A2→A

(CA) A12→C ∧A22→C .→ (A1 ∨A2)2→C

(CSO) A12→A2 ∧A22→A1 .→ . A12→C ↔ A22→C

(MOD0) A2→⊥ → (A ∧A′)2→⊥

(MOD) ¬A2→A → A′2→A

(ASC) (A2→A′) ∧ (A2→C) .→ (A ∧A′)2→C

(RT) A2→A′ ∧ (A ∧A′)2→C .→ A2→C

(CUM) A2→A′ → . A2→C ↔ (A ∧A′)2→C

Proof. As all the schemas are Horn schemas, the proof can be established
with the same technique as before, making extensive use of lemma 3.7. Nev-
ertheless, we give an alternative proof of the schemas (MOD0) and (MOD).

(MOD0) can be proved from CK + (ID) + (CSO) alone: (A ∧ A′)2→A
follows from (ID) and CK, and A2→⊥ → A2→(A ∧ A′) follows from CK.
Now A2→⊥ .→ . (A ∧A′)2→⊥ follows from the preceding by the instance
(A ∧A′)2→A ∧A2→(A ∧A′) ∧A2→⊥ .→ . (A ∧A′)2→⊥ of (CSO).

And (MOD) can be proved from CK + (ID) + (CA):
¬A2→A → ¬A2→⊥ follows from CK and (ID). From that we get
¬A2→⊥ → (¬A ∧A′)2→⊥ by (MOD0). Then
(¬A ∧A′)2→⊥ → (¬A ∧A′)2→A by CK and (ID). Finally,
¬A2→A → (¬A ∧A′)2→A from the preceding three. q.e.d.
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We define the logic UL as UK + (U.ID) + (U.CA) + (RU.CSO). UL
is a logic to only speak about updates (and not about conditionals). The
soundness of the axioms and rules of UL follows from that of UCL, and
we conjecture that they are complete for the sublanguage FORU without
conditional operators.

We define the logic CL as CK + (ID) + (CA) + (CSO). It is known that
CK + (ID) + (CA) + (ASC) is an alternative axiomatization of CL (see
e.g. [Burgess, 1981]). It has been proved in [Burgess, 1981, Katsuno and
Satoh, 1995, Crocco, 1993] that CL axiomatizes the valid formulas of the
sublanguage FORC without the update operator.

REMARK 4.3 The above proof of the axiom of modality23 (MOD0) is inter-
esting on its own, because we only use axioms and rules of the conditional
logic CL. This establishes that CL is the same system as CL + (MOD).
(This follows indirectly from the completeness of the system of [Katsuno
and Satoh, 1995]), which does not contain (MOD).) These systems have
been distinguished e.g. in [Nute, 1980, Nute, 1984, Crocco, 1993].

The principle of restricted transitivity (RT) [Nute, 1980] can be derived
with (ID) and (CSO). In the study of nonmonotonic inference relations, the
corresponding pattern has been called Cautious Cut [Gabbay, 1985].

(RU.ASC) and (RU.RT) can be put together in the rule

(RU.CUM) B←�A → A′
B←�A ↔ B←�(A ∧A′)

and (ASC) and (RT) can be put together in the axiom

(CUM) A2→A′ → . A2→C ↔ (A ∧A′)2→C
(CUM) stands for cumulativity, which has been discussed in the study of
nonmonotonic inference relations. Viewing the hypothesis of a conditional
as the context of its consequent, (CUM) states that contexts can be modified
by adding or dropping ‘lemmas’ that are consequences of the antecedens
[Makinson, 1994, Crocco and Fariñas del Cerro, 1994].

4.3 An extension of UCL: KM-updates

The logic UCL is ‘almost’ that of the KM-postulates of [Katsuno and Mendel-
zon, 1992]. We shall capture them exactly now.

In this subsection we suppose that the set ATM of atoms of the language
is finite, and we consider that there are no nested non-classical operators,
i.e. we restrict the language to the set of first-degree formulas FOR1.

23If we introduce the modality of necessity by defining 2A as ¬A2→A, then (MOD)
expresses the natural requirement that 2C → A2→C.
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The KM-postulates

The KM-postulates are:

(U1) B←�A → A

(U2) B → A
B←�A ↔ B

(U3) If B is consistent, and A is classical and CPL-consistent then
B←�A is consistent.

(U4) B1 ↔ B2 , A1 ↔ A2
B1←�A1 ↔ B2←�A2

(U5) B←�A ∧ C .→ . B←�(A ∧ C)

(U6) B←�A1 → A2 , B←�A2 → A1
B←�A1 ↔ B←�A2

(U7) If B is classical and CPL-complete24 then
B←�A1 ∧B←�A2 .→ B←�(A1 ∨A2).

(U8) (B1 ∨B2)←�A ↔ . B1←�A ∨B2←�A

In the original formulation, ←� is a metalanguage operation mapping
a classical belief base and a classical input to a new classical belief base.
Just as in [Grahne, 1991, Ryan and Schobbens, 1997], the present ←� is an
operator of the object language. This makes no difference, except that we
must take care of metalinguistic notions: consistency of the input is classical
consistency of a classical formula in (U3) (else we would get problems with
circularity in the formal systems), and completeness of the belief base is
classical completeness of a classical belief base in (U7).25

What is the relation between these postulates and the logic UCL? Well,
the update fragment UL is just the logic corresponding to (U1), (U4), (U5),
(U6), and (U8):

• (U1) is (U.ID).

• (U4) is (RU.EC) together with (RU.EA).

24Completeness of a formula B w.r.t. a logical system S means that either B → A or
B → ¬A is a theorem of S, for every formula of the language of S. Such a definition
makes sense only if the language is finite, which is supposed the KM-framework.

25This is a choice different from [Grahne, 1991], where completeness w.r.t. the non-
classical system is used. We note in passing that such a notion is much more demanding:
even for a finite language it may be the case that the notion is vacuous, i.e. the set of
complete formulas is empty (essentially because the models might be infinite).
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• (U5) is equivalent to (U.CA) under (U.ID) (alias (U1)). The proof
follows the lines of Gärdenfors’ proof [Gärdenfors, 1988] that the cor-
responding revision postulate is equivalent to his formula 3.14.26

• (U6) is (RU.CSO).

• (U8) is (U.C) together with (U.M).

Hence (U2), (U3), and (U7) are lacking. We study in the sequel how the
basic logic can be extended to recover them.

How to satisfy (U2)

(U2) postulates minimal change in the case where the input follows already
from the belief base. We establish (U2) in two steps. First, the axiom

(U.MP) B ∧A .→ B←�A

is equivalent to the rule B → A
B → B←�A , which is one half of (U2). (U.MP)

and the following axiom of conditional modus ponens

(MP) A ∧A2→C .→ C

are deductively equivalent in UCK (and hence in UCL) by lemma 3.7. Se-
mantically, both correspond to weak centering:

(mp) w ∈ min≤w(Sw) for all worlds w.

As ≤w is a partial preorder, we have w ≤w u for all u ∈ Sw.27

Second, what is still lacking is the other half of (U2) B → A
B←�A → B . This

boils down to the axiom of conjunctive sufficiency [Nute, 1980]:

(U.CS) (B ∧A)←�A → B

(CS) A ∧ C .→ A2→C
26First, (U.CA) entails (U5):
B←�A1 ↔ B←�((A1 ∧A2) ∨ (A1 ∧ ¬A2)) is a theorem of CK. By (U.CA),

B←�((A1 ∧A2) ∨ (A1 ∧ ¬A2)) → . B←�(A1 ∧A2) ∨B←�(A1 ∧ ¬A2). Hence
B←�A1 ∧ A2 . → . (B←�(A1 ∧ A2) ∧ A2) ∨ (B←�(A1 ∧ ¬A2) ∧ A2) by classical logic.
Then (U5) follows because B←�(A1 ∧ ¬A2) ∧A2 is inconsistent due to (U.ID).

In the other sense, we start with a consequence of (U.ID):
B←�(A1 ∨A2) → . B←�(A1 ∨A2) ∧ (A1 ∨A2). By classical logic,
B←�(A1 ∨A2) → . (B←�(A1 ∨A2) ∧A1) ∨ (B←�(A1 ∨A2) ∧A2). Now (U5) gives us
B←�(A1 ∨A2) ∧A1 .→ . (B←�((A1 ∨A2) ∧A1), and
B←�(A1 ∨A2)∧A2 .→ . (B←�((A1 ∨A2)∧A2). By CK-equivalences, the consequens of
the first material implication becomes B←�A1, and that of the second B←�A2. Putting
things together, we obtain B←�(A1 ∨A2) → . B←�A1 ∨B←�A2.

27w ∈ Sw can be replaced by w ≤w w.
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In CL, (CS) can be replaced by A → (>2→A). (CS) can then be derived
with (ASC). (U.CS) and (CS) are deductively equivalent in UCK, again by
lemma 3.7. Semantically, they correspond to strong centering:

(cs) min≤w(Sw) ⊆ {w}
I.o.w., u ≤w w implies u = w for all w ∈W and u ∈ Sw

(U2) is obtained putting together (U.MP) and (U.CS). The semantical
condition results from putting together (cs) and (mp), and stipulates that
min≤w(Sw) = {w}.

How to satisfy (U3)

We have already met (U3) as our desideratum “preservation of base and
input consistency” (RU.Dcon) in subsection 3.3. There, we had required
w · [A] 6= ∅ for all CPL-consistent classical formulas A in order to satisfy the
two rules

(RU.Dcon) ¬(B←�A)
¬B for every CPL-consistent classical formula A

(C.Dcon) ¬(A2→⊥) for every CPL-consistent classical formula A

Here, this means that min≤w([A]∩Sw) 6= ∅. By the limit assumption, this
boils down to [A] ∩ Sw 6= ∅. The latter can be guaranteed by the following
semantical conditions:

(fullness) {Vw : w ∈W} = 2ATM

(full access) Sw = W for all worlds w

(fullness) means that every logically possible world appears in every model.
Hence [A]M 6= ∅ for every such model M as soon as the set of classical
models of A is nonempty. (full access) means that for every world w there
is some world v such that u ≤w v.

Without claiming completeness here we note that (fullness) plus (full
access) are at least sufficient to validate (C.Dcon) (and hence (RU.Dcon)).
This can be proved as follows: suppose A is classically consistent. By the
completeness of classical logic, the set of classical models of A is nonempty.
By (fullness), [A]M 6= ∅ for every model M . By (full access) w · [A] 6= ∅ for
every world w, i.e. [A2→⊥] = ∅.

The logic of KM-updates

What is still lacking is (U7), which we add as it stands:

(U.COMPL) B←�A1 ∧B←�A2 .→ B←�(A1 ∨A2)
for every classical CPL-complete B.
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(U.COMPL) can be validated at least in two ways. The first possibility is
to constrain ≤w to be a total order. [Grahne, 1991] goes this way (using
conditional completeness), and he ends up with Lewis’ V-systems based on
spheres. Hence he buys at the same time the axiom (CV), which has been
criticized as being too strong for conditionals (see subsection 4.4).

The second possibility is a ‘unique name’ constraint for worlds :

(uniqueness) for all worlds w and w′, if Vw = Vw′ then w = w′.

Under (uniqueness) we can identify the world w and the valuation Vw: Vw =
w. (fullness), (full access), and (uniqueness) together make that we can
restrict models in a way such that W = 2ATM , and every V is the identity
function.

We don’t state any formal relation between (U.COMPL) and (unique-
ness) here, but rather rely on the completeness result of [Katsuno and
Mendelzon, 1992] for the collection of all the axioms and rules that we
have seen up to now:

THEOREM 4.4 ([Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1992]) Let the set of atoms ATM
be finite. CL + (U.MP) + (U.CS) + (RU.Dcon) + (U.COMPL) is sound
and complete w.r.t. UCL-models satisfying the conditions (cmp), (cs), (full-
ness), (full access), and (uniqueness) for the sublanguage FOR1

U of first
degree inputs.

This follows directly from the the proof in [Katsuno and Mendelzon,
1992], where it is shown that the KM-postulates are complete w.r.t. these
models for the formulas of FOR1

U .

4.4 Discussion

Can revisions be updates?

What is the relation between updates and AGM-revisions?
Let us first recall the AGM-postulates for revision operations of [Al-

chourrón et al., 1985]. We use the formulation of [Katsuno and Mendelzon,
1991]:

(R1) B ? A → A

(R2) If B ∧A is consistent then B ? A ↔ . B ∧A.

(R3) If A is consistent then B ? A is consistent.

(R4) B1 ↔ B2 , A1 ↔ A2
B1 ? A1 ↔ B2 ? A2

(R5) (B ? A) ∧ C .→ . B ? (A ∧ C)
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(R6) If (B ? A) ∧ C is consistent then B ? (A ∧ C) → . (B ? A) ∧ C.

It turns out that revision and update operations are compatible for classi-
cal CPL-complete belief bases, and incompatible in the general case. What
does ‘compatible’ mean? We say that two belief change operations ◦1 and
◦2 agree on a set of belief bases B iff B ◦1 A = B ◦2 A for every B ∈ B and
input A. Then we can state the following:

THEOREM 4.5 For every AGM-revision operation ? there is a KM-update
operation ←� such that ? and ←� agree on classical, CPL-complete belief
bases.

Proof. Let ? be an AGM-revision operation. Grove’s characterization
theorem [Grove, 1988], as presented in [Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1989] says
that for every belief base B there is a total preorder ≤[B] on the set of
logically possible worlds W = 2ATM such that [B ?A] =

⋃
w∈[B] min≤[B] [A]

for every input A.
Now let us restrict the set of preorders ≤[B] to belief bases B which

are classical and CPL-complete. The latter can be identified with possible
worlds, and we have thus a total preorder on the set of logically possible
worlds. But this is just a particular KM-model.

q.e.d.

The next theorem shows that AGM-revision operations cannot agree with
UK-update operations on all belief sets.

THEOREM 4.6 Suppose the language contains formulas A,B such that
A ∧ ¬B and ¬A ∧ ¬B are both consistent. Then there is no belief change
operation satisfying (R2), (R3), (R4) and (U.M).

Proof. Suppose ? satisfies (R2), (R3), (R4), and (U.M). (Remember that
the latter is one half of (U8).) According to (U.M), the revision (A∨B)?¬B
must be implied by B?¬B. The former is equivalent to (A∨B)∧¬B by (R2),
and to A∧¬B by (R4) of AGM. Hence we must have B ?¬B → A∧¬B.

Starting from the belief base ¬A ∨ B, the same reasoning leads to B ?
¬B → ¬A ∧ ¬B. Hence B ? ¬B is inconsistent, contradicting (R3).

q.e.d.

The relation with necessity and possibility

It is known that we obtain a normal modal operator from a normal condi-
tional logic if we define 2A as ¬A2→A, and 3A as ¬(A2→¬A) (see also the
principle (MOD) of subsection 4.2). In the same way we can get a modal
operator from an update operator if we define

←
2 A as ¬(¬A←�¬A), and

←
3 A as A←�A.
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The other way round it is known that for systems containing UCL we can
define a conditional operator from a given modal operator: several classes
of conditional logics can be mapped into normal modal logics by translating
A2→C to 2(A→ 3(A∧2(A→ C))) [Boutilier, 1990, Lamarre, 1991]. The
translation of update operations should be in terms of the converse of 2,
but this has not been investigated further yet.

Lewis’ sphere systems and Grahne’s VCU2: a counterexample

We can go one step further and require the partial preorders of UCL-models
to be total. The corresponding conditional logics are the V-systems [Lewis,
1973]. Lewis’ original presentation is in terms of spheres: to every world w
there is associated a set of nested spheres, each of which is a set of worlds.
Axiomatically, the basic system is CL plus

(CV) A2→C ∧ ¬(A2→¬A′) .→ (A ∧A′)2→C
Grahne’s logic of conditionals and udpates VCU2 [Grahne, 1991] is an

extension of Lewis’ logic VCU by the Ramsey rules of conversion (R.Conv2→)
and (R.Conv←�).28 Grahne has proved that the KM-postulates are validated
in VCU , showing thus that Gärdenfors’ impossibility theorem does not hold
for KM-updates.

The V-family has been criticized as a logic for counterfactional condition-
als by means of a counterexample [Stalnaker, 1992]. We reformulate it as
a standard database example: let B = p ∧ q ∧ ¬r, where p means ‘George
works in department d’, q means ‘Eric works in department d’, and r means
‘Giuseppe works in department d’. Suppose the incoming information is
p ↔ q, i.e. George and Giuseppe now work in the same department. It
is perfectly rational to suppose that either George and Giuseppe work in
department d now, or both don’t. The first possibility makes that the condi-
tional (p↔ r)2→¬p cannot be accepted in B. But in any case, we keep our
belief that Eric is in d, and hence the conditional (p ↔ r)2→q is accepted
in B. Consequently the conditional (p↔ r)2→¬(p↔ q) is not accepted in
B. Now the axiom (CV) says that the consequens of the latter conditional
can be added to the antecedens of the former: ((p ↔ r) ∧ (p ↔ q))2→q
should be accepted in B. But this is too strong a conclusion: to make the
hypothesis that all three work in the same department should not make us
conclude that the department in question is d.

28In our notation, VCU is CL + (MP) + (CS), plus Lewis’ axioms of uniformity, which
when written with modal operators become the S5-axioms

(4) 2A→ 22A

(5) 3A→ 23A
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Minimal change in UCL
UCL gives a philosophically satisfactory account of closeness. Nevertheless,
minimal change is still ‘defined away’. Symptomatically, the model M =
(W, {≤w: w ∈ 2W }, V ) with

• W = 2ATM ,

• ≤w = IW ∪ ({w} ×W ) for all w ∈W 29, and

• Vw = w

is a UCL-model, and even a KM-model. It defines a trivial KM-update
operation which ‘destroys’ the belief base as soon as the input does not
follow from it.

One might object that in order to avoid such trivial operations one could
write down some ordering characterizing≤w (as proposed e.g. by Gärdenfors
and Makinson [Gärdenfors and Makinson, 1988] in the case of epistemic
entrenchment relations for AGM-revisions). Nevertheless, it is far from
being practically feasible to write down such orderings.

The next section is about a proposal that avoids trivial update operations
as the above.

5 CONCRETE UPDATE OPERATIONS

In all of the various possible worlds semantics that we have presented up to
now, the idea is that an update B←�A is true in a world w if w is an A-
world that is closest to some B-world. They differ by the structures which
are employed to define comparative similarity.

Generally, what is studied by means of these semantics is the interplay
between the conditional operator 2→ and the classical connectives, and it is
in this respect that they differ. But all these logical systems are abstract in
the sense that it is not said how one can concretely construct update oper-
ations. Lewis [Lewis, 1973, pp. 94-95] has stressed that this had been done
deliberately, and that there are no context-independent closeness criteria.

As a matter of fact, reasoning about change in artificial intelligence and
databases requires concrete definitions of comparative similarity. Particular
instances of the above cited semantics with simple closeness criteria have
been proposed in the artificial intelligence literature (see e.g. the survey
in [Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1989]). One of the most popular ones is the
so-called Possible Models Approach30 - PMA for short - as described in
[Winslett, 1988] (see also [Winslett, 1990, Winslett, 1995]). There, the

29IW is the diagonal of W . Hence u ≤w v iff u = v or u = w.
30The naming is unfortunate, but we keep it because of its widespread use.
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closest A-worlds are just those which differ as little as possible in what
concerns the valuations. From the formal point of view, this is a simple
and beautiful mathematical structure. (It is close to the structures studied
in verisimilitude.) Moreover, the PMA defines a unique update operation
because (for a given set of atoms) it has exactly one possible worlds model.
And it’s a pretty big one.

Clearly, Lewis (as well as many other philosophers) would not be happy
with such a semantics for conditionals, but we do not want to enter that
philosophical debate here, and shall only give some comments in subsection
5.4.

The syntactical counterpart to the PMA closeness criterion will be an
interference relation between formulas. ‘A and C interfere’ means that A
and C have some atom in common. Non-interference is related to the notion
of being mutually relevant that appears in relevance logics [Anderson and
Belnap, 1975]. Non-interference conditions the application of a particular
inference rule of persistence: B → C

B←�A→ C if A and C do not interfere.
In fact, the axiomatics is formulated in terms of a conditional logic only.

To the above inference rule there corresponds an axiom of persistence:

C → A2→C if A and C do not interfere

Basically, the resulting conditional logic C.PMA is an extension of CL +
(MP) + (CS) + (CON) + (COMPL) with such a persistence axiom.

The material in this section is based on [Winslett, 1988, Winslett, 1990,
Winslett, 1995, Fariñas del Cerro and Herzig, 1997, Herzig, 1996].

5.1 Semantics of the PMA
In this section we present the semantics of the PMA, which is in terms
of a single KM-model. As we have already said, we can suppose that the
models for KM-updates have the set of possible worlds W = 2ATM , and
the identity valuation function Vw = w. In other words, we confuse worlds
and valuations: if Vw1 = Vw2 then w1 = w2. The definition of closeness
is based on a particular distance between valuations in terms of symmetric
difference, which is defined as

w−̇v = (w \ v) ∪ (v \ w)

The symmetric difference w−̇v is the set of atoms whose truth value differs:
w−̇v = {p ∈ ATM : either p ∈ w and p 6∈ v, or p 6∈ w and p ∈ v}. E.g. for
w = {p, q, r} and v = {p, r, t} we have w−̇v = {q, t}.
DEFINITION 5.1 For every set of atoms w, the comparative similarity re-
lation ≤w is such that

u ≤w v iff (w−̇u) ⊆ (w−̇v)
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where u and v are sets of atoms.

Clearly, ≤w is reflexive and transitive. As ≤w is not antisymmetric, the
PMA-model is not a sphere model à la Lewis.

The semantical update is then defined as before: w · U = min≤w(U) =
{u ∈ U : ∀u′ ∈ U, if u′ ≤w u then u ≤w u′}, and U ◦ V =

⋃
u∈U u · V .

Note that validity in the PMA means truth in the PMA-model.

EXAMPLE 5.2 The update of ¬p∧¬q by the inclusive disjunction p∨q is the
exclusive disjunction: [¬p ∧ ¬q]◦ [p ∨ q] = ∅·{{p}, {q}, {p, q}} = {{p}, {q}}.
EXAMPLE 5.3 [p ∨ q . ∧ . ¬p ∨ ¬q] ◦ [¬p] =

{{p}, {q}} ◦ {∅, {q}} = {p} · {∅, {q}} ∪ {q} · {∅, {q}} = {∅, {q}}
Hence if we update the belief base {p ∨ q,¬p ∨ ¬q} by ¬p we obtain ¬p ∧
¬q . ∨ . ¬p ∧ q, i.e. ¬p.

REMARK 5.4 The limit assumption need not be postulated here: it is al-
ready the case that for every formula A, there is no infinite chain of A-worlds
closer and closer to w. The reason is that there is only a finite number of
atoms in A.31

REMARK 5.5 Usually, semantics of conditional logics is given in terms of
possible worlds models. In the case of the PMA, we only need to refer
to a single world. This may seem somewhat puzzling, because the usual
interpretation of the conditional operator refers to other possible worlds. In
fact, given a possible world w (which is identified with its valuation Vw) and
an input A, the set w · [A] of closest A-worlds is defined in a unique way
by our closeness criterion. Therefore we can drop from the model all the
worlds except the actual one.

5.2 Axiomatizations

Axiomatic studies of the PMA have only been undertaken in terms of condi-
tionals: in [Fariñas del Cerro and Herzig, 1988] an axiomatization is given for
hypotheses restricted to literals, and in [Fariñas del Cerro and Herzig, 1995,
Fariñas del Cerro and Herzig, 1994, Fariñas del Cerro and Herzig, 1997]
for the general case. It is currently unclear what an axiomatics in terms
of updates would be like, because the one in terms of conditionals involves
nested conditional operators (which cannot be expressed equivalently with
update operators).

A key notion will be that of interference:
31Nevertheless, the orderings ≤w are not well-founded, and there are infinite chains of

worlds closer and closer to w: e.g. suppose ATM = IN, w = ATM , and U = {{1, . . . , i} :
i ∈ IN}. Then the sequence ({1, . . . , i})i∈IN is such a chain.
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DEFINITION 5.6 A1 and A2 interfere iff atm(A1) ∩ atm(A2) 6= ∅.

Hence two formulas interfere if they have some atom in common. E.g. p∨ q
and r ∧ (¬q ∨ t) interfere, and p ∨ q and r ∧ t don’t.

The axiomatics of the conditional logic C.PMA consists of that of the
normal conditional logic CK, plus

(ID) A2→A
(CA) A12→C ∧A22→C .→ (A1 ∨A2)2→C
(C.EMlit) A2→C ∨A2→¬C if A is a literal

(C.Dlit) A2→C → ¬(A2→¬C) if A is a literal

(NI1) C → A2→C if A and C do not interfere

(NI2) (A ∧A′)2→C ↔ A2→(A′2→C) if A and A′ do not interfere

(NI3) A→ . ((A ∧A1) ∨A2)2→C ↔ (A1 ∨A2)2→C

if A and A1 do not interfere

(NI4) ¬A→ .
((A∧A1)∨A2)2→C ↔ (A22→C ∧ (A1 ∨A2)2→(A2 ∨ (A2→C)))

if A and A1, and A and A2 do not interfere

(C.EMlit) is Stalnaker’s [Stalnaker, 1968] conditional excluded middle
(C.EM), restricted to formulas that are literals. (C.Dlit) is an instance of
(C.Dcon) of subsection 3.3. The last four axioms deal with non-interference.
The first one (NI1) is our axiom of persistence. (NI2) to (NI4) account for
the interplay between non-interference and the classical connectives.

Note that the rule of uniform substitution is not valid: e.g. p→ q2→p is
valid, but p → ¬p2→p isn’t. (Nevertheless, substitution of equivalences is
derivable.)

The only lacking axiom schema of CL is (ASC) A2→A′ ∧ A2→C . →
(A ∧ A′)2→C. In fact, it is valid, and as C.PMA is complete it should be
provable, too (but no proof has been given up to now).

The axioms (MP) A ∧ A2→C. → C and (CS) A ∧ C . → A2→C are
theorems of C.PMA. This follows from (NI3), putting ⊥ for A1 and ⊥ for
A2 (or, more precisely, p ∨ ¬p for A1 and p ∧ ¬p for A2, for some atom not
occurring in A1 or A2). Therefore the logic C.PMA is an extension of CL
+ (MP) + (ID).
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THEOREM 5.7 ([Fariñas del Cerro and Herzig, 1994]) The logic C.PMA is
sound and complete w.r.t. the PMA-model, for the sublanguage FORC
without the update operator.

Proof. Soundness is proved by showing that the axioms of C.PMA are
valid, and that the inference rules preserve validity. The case of most of
the axioms is clear. The validity of (NI3) and (NI4) is less immediate. It
is guaranteed by interactions between interference and the classical connec-
tives.

Completeness is established by proving a very strong normal form theo-
rem: every formula is equivalent in C.PMA to a classical formula. Taking
advantage of that theorem completeness is obtained for free: every formula
A which is valid in C.PMA has its normal form A′ valid in C.PMA (be-
cause of soundness). As A′ is a classical formula, it is also valid in classical
logic. Through the completeness of classical logic, A′ is also a theorem of
classical logic. As the axiomatics of C.PMA contains that of classical logic,
A′ is a theorem of C.PMA. Thus A is a theorem of C.PMA, too, via the
normal form theorem. q.e.d.

REMARK 5.8 It is tempting to formulate non-interference of two formulas
A1 and A2 in terms of logical independence by “A1∧A2, A1∧¬A2, ¬A1∧A2,
and ¬A1∧¬A2 are all consistent”. But then axiom (NI1) would not be valid
due to the following counterexample: let A2 be p∧ q.∨ .¬p∧ r, and let A1 be
¬q. A2 and A1 non interfering, (p∧q)∨(¬p∧r) .→ . ¬q2→((p∧q)∨(¬p∧r))
would be a theorem. Let us show that this formula would not be valid: let w
a world such that p, q ∈ w. (Hence w ∈ [A2]). Changing w by ¬q leads to a
v such that p,¬q ∈ v. Hence w 6∈ [A2] and v 6∈ [A2 → A12→A2].

5.3 Algorithms

Several decision procedures have been proposed for the PMA. Each of
them is restricted either to the conditional sublanguage FORC , or to the
update sublanguage FORU .

In terms of updates

The first procedure in terms of updates has been given in [Chou and Winslett,
1991, Chou and Winslett, 1994, Winslett, 1995]. Others can be found in
[Del Val, 1992] and [Grahne and Mendelzon, 1995].

In the approaches of Chou and Winslett and of Grahne and Mendel-
zon, the algorithm directly manipulates models of the belief base B. This
amounts to first enumerating the models of the belief base and then updat-
ing each model.
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EXAMPLE 5.9 The belief base p ∨ q is updated by ¬p as follows: first we
generate the set of models [p ∨ q] = {{p}, {q}, {p, q}}, and then we update
each of these models: {p} · [¬p] = ∅, {q} · [¬p] = {q}, and {p, q} · [¬p] = {q}.
Hence [(p ∨ q)←�¬p] = {∅, {q}}.

As noted in [Del Val, 1992], such procedures might be adequate in situa-
tions of almost complete information, in which there are only a few models.
They clearly run into difficulties in applications where information is usually
incomplete, as it is the case in many applications such as robotics and more
generally commonsense reasoning. In such contexts, the number of models
can be exponential w.r.t. the size of the belief base.

The approach of Del Val manipulates partial models of the belief base
B. His procedure enumerates the minimal models and updates each of
them. Although he claims it to be a syntactical characterization of the
PMA, it has a strong model-based flavour: in the basic mechanism, with
the belief base and the input in disjunctive normal form, his algorithm uses
a function Diff(.,.) computing the difference between two conjunctions of
literals, which is basically the symmetric difference function −̇ of the PMA-
semantics.

In terms of conditionals

The method of [Herzig, 1996] uses a normal forming algorithm based on a
set of rewrite rules. They transform every formula of the conditional sublan-
guage FORC into an equivalent FOR0-formula, i.e. a formula of classical
logic.

EXAMPLE 5.10 Let A = p → (q ∧ ¬p)2→(q ∧ ¬p). First, the conditional
(q∧¬p)2→(q∧¬p) is selected and is rewritten to q2→(¬p2→(q∧¬p)), where
essentially axiom (NI2) is used.

Then from p → . q2→(¬p2→(q ∧ ¬p)), the conditional ¬p2→(q ∧ ¬p) is
chosen and rewritten to ¬p2→q ∧ ¬p2→¬p, using the rule (RCK). This is
rewritten to ¬p2→q . ∧ > by (ID), and to q ∧ > by (NI1).

Now the resulting p → . q2→(q ∧ >) is first put into disjunctive normal
form and becomes p → . q2→q, and then q2→q is chosen and rewritten to
> by (ID). Finally, the output of normal forming is the classical formula
p→ >, which is equivalent to >. Hence A is valid in the PMA.

Once a classical formula of FOR0 has been obtained, any theorem prover
for classical logic can be used to check the validity of the original formula.

The advantage of this method is that modulo the normal form the result
of an update is computed by proving theorems in classical logic. In this way
the existing technology in classical theorem proving can be used.
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Complexity

It has been proved by Eiter and Gottlob that the theoretical complexity
of all the known update formalisms is strictly higher than that of classical
logic.

THEOREM 5.11 (Theorem 6.4 of [Eiter and Gottlob, 1992]) Let B, A and
C be classical formulas. Deciding if B → A2→C is true in the PMA is
Πp

2-complete. Πp
2-hardness holds even if B ⊆ ATM and C is an atom with

C ∈ B.

The procedures in terms of the update operator work with classical mod-
els of the belief base. This makes their complexity exponential in the size
of the belief base.

Procedures in terms of conditionals avoid at least that type of exponential
complexity. The price to pay for that is exponential increase in the size
of the input. This comes with putting the input in disjunctive normal
form (which can be viewed as working with partial models of the update).
Nevertheless, as belief bases tend to be big and inputs to be small, to work
with conditionals should be preferable in practical applications.

The decision procedure of [Herzig, 1996] is exponential in the size of the
input. It is only co-NP-complete in the size of the belief base (the size of
the input being less or equal some constant). This is exactly the worst case
complexity of the PMA [Eiter and Gottlob, 1992, Theorem 8.1] (see also
Table 3 there).

A much simpler normal form can be obtained when the hypotheses are
restricted to clauses or conjunctions of literals: then the complexity of the
decision problem for the logic C.PMA is the same as that for classical logic.

THEOREM 5.12 For the class of formulas where every hypothesis is a clause
or a conjunction of literals, the validity problem is co-NP-complete.

We refer to Nebel’s chapter on complexity for a comparison with the
complexity of other belief change formalisms.

5.4 Discussion

Other concrete update operations

We just mention here two variants of the PMA. In Forbus’ stronger se-
mantics [Forbus, 1989] which is the update counterpart of Dalal’s semantics
for belief revision [Dalal, 1988], the preorder ≤w is defined not from the
symmetric difference w−̇u, but from its cardinality card(w−̇u): u ≤w v iff
card(w−̇u) ≤ card(w−̇v). Hence if u is an A-world closest to w in Forbus’
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sense, then it is in Winslett’s sense as well (but not the converse). It follows
that Forbus’ semantics validates the axiomatics of C.PMA.

Winslett’s ‘standard semantics’ is weaker than the PMA. In particular it
is syntax-dependent and validates neither (RU.EA) nor (RC.EA). Therefore
its semantics is not in terms of preorders as in UCL, but in terms of a
ternary relation R ⊆ FOR × W × W as that of UCk in subsection 3.4.
The semantical update function is defined by w · A = {u ∈ [A] : for all
p 6∈ atm(A), p ∈ Vw iff p ∈ Vu}. Clearly, such a semantics validates the
preservation axiom (NI1). Recently, Zhang and Foo have proposed a logical
system between Winslett’s standard semantics and the PMA, which is not
sensitive to syntax [Zhang and Foo, 1996].

In the rest of this subsection we shall mainly discuss three further cri-
tiques to the semantics in this section (besides Lewis’ fundamental criticism
on which we shall comment as well.

First critique: language-dependence

Although we have syntax-independence, we have a problem of language-
dependence in the PMA: the following example is from [Sombé, 1994,
chapter 1]:

Suppose we have two linguistic possibilities to speak about directions.
The first is a language based on the set of atoms ATM 1 = {S,W}, where S
denotes ‘south’ and W denotes ‘west’. The second one is based on ATM 2 =
{SW,NW,SE,NE}, with the obvious meaning. There, we have a set of
integrity constraints IC = {¬(SW ∧ NW ), . . .}. Suppose we are in the
south-west (i.e. the belief base is S ∧W in the first case, and SW ∧¬NW ∧
¬SE∧¬NE in the second), and we learn that we are no longer in the south.
In the first case, (S∧W )←�¬S is equivalent to ¬S∧W , i.e. we keep on being
in the west, whereas in the second (SW ∧¬NW ∧¬SE ∧¬NE)←�((NW ∨
NE) ∧ IC ) is NW ∨ NE, i.e. we do not know any longer whether we are
still in the west.

As well, there is an abstract example in [Winslett, 1990] where a change
in the language leads to different results: suppose we have two languages
to speak about the world, the first one in terms of a set of atoms ATM 1 =
{p, q}, and the second one in terms of ATM 2 = {a, b, c}. Suppose p is the
case iff a∧b is the case, and q is the case iff a∧c is the case. Let the current
belief bases be p∧ q and a∧ b∧ c, respectively. Now we get an input which
is described by ¬p ∨ ¬q in the first language, and by ¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ ¬c in the
second. In the PMA, the first update results in (p ∧ ¬q) ∨ (¬p ∧ q), and
the second in (a ∧ b ∧ ¬c) ∨ (a ∧ ¬b ∧ c) ∨ (¬a ∧ b ∧ c). Now the two bases
no longer describe the same thing: the third disjunct of the latter has no
counterpart in the former.
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Second critique: the interpretation of disjunction

The second criticism concerns the interpretation of disjunction in the PMA.
Suppose we are given the belief base B = ¬p ∧ ¬q. We have seen al-

ready in subsection 5.1 that its update by p ∨ q is the exclusive disjunction
(p ∨ q) ∧ (¬p ∨ ¬q) 32 There are several examples where such an exclusive
interpretation of the inclusive or is inadequate, and the PMA has been
criticized for that. E.g. there is the following by Reiter in the reasoning
about actions domain: suppose you throw a coin on a chessboard. Suppose
p reads “the coin falls in a white field”, and q “the coin falls in a black
field”. It might fall either in a white field, or in a black field, or in both of
them. But as we have seen above, updating by the disjunction p ∨ q leads
to the exclusive ‘or’: the coin cannot touch a black and a white field at the
same time.

Winslett’s standard semantics avoids such an interpretation, as well as
the semantics of [Zhang and Foo, 1996]. The latter was explicitly designed
to that end.

Minimal change and integrity constraints - a digression on Lewis’ criticism

As said in the beginning of this section, D. Lewis has rejected context-in-
dependent similarity criteria such as that of the PMA, and he predicts
failure of ‘any humanly possible attempt at a precise definition of compar-
ative similarity of worlds. Not only would we go wrong by giving a precise
analysis of an imprecise concept; our precise concept would not fall within
– or even near – the permissible range of variation of the ordinary concept.’
[Lewis, 1973, 4.2, p. 95].

We can illustrate Lewis’ discourse in the PMA by a simple example.
Suppose a language containing only two atoms p and q, where p is read
as “the traffic light is red”, and q as “the traffic light is green”. Then the
above semantics stipulates that the p∧ q-world is closer to the p∧¬q-world
than the ¬p ∧ q-world. This is clearly unintuitive: there is a non-logical
law ¬(p ∧ q) telling us that a traffic light cannot be red and green at the
same time, and the p ∧ q-world does not satisfy it. How do such laws fit
in our logic? Following Goodman, Lewis discusses the following solution:
“whenever the laws prevailing at i are violated at a world k but not at a
world j, j is closer than k to i.” [Lewis, 1973, p. 73]. Such a proposal
is restricted to inputs that are consistent with the set of laws. In other
words, in the case of a finite set of laws IC (that we can confuse with their
conjunction) and an input A that is consistent with IC , we should augment
the input with IC , and then look for the closest A ∧ IC -worlds.

32Circumscription behaves in the same way [Eiter et al., 1993]).
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Lewis rejects this solution because he thinks that laws should be defea-
sible. It has been argued e.g. in [Winslett, 1990] that such an approach
might nevertheless be of interest as a sort of first approximation. In any
case, it has been widely used in artificial intelligence in order to implement
integrity constraints (which are nothing else than laws). But such a solution
has been criticized as well, as described below.

Third critique: implementation of static integrity constraints

The third criticism concerns the implementation of integrity constraints.
Suppose we define an update operation taking into account a finite set of
integrity constraints IC by B←�ICA = B←�(A ∧ IC ).

By means of the following counterexample it has been shown by Ginsberg
(see e.g. [Lifschitz, 1986]) that such a proposal is problematic in particular if
←� is the PMA update operator: let up1 mean ‘switch 1 is up’, up2 ‘switch
2 is up’, and l ‘the light is on’. Suppose there is a circuit such that the
light is on exactly when both switches are in the same position. Hence the
integrity constraint is IC = (up1 ↔ up2)↔ l. Let B = {up1, up2, l}. Then
one would expect that B←�(¬up1 ∧ IC ) → ¬l. As well, we would expect
B←�(¬up1 ∧ IC )→ up2, i.e. the second switch does not move. It turns out
that neither is the case in the PMA.
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